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Risk assets were off to a strong start to the week, with Chinese economic data and prospects for U.S. stimulus fueling
the optimism. U.S. equity futures rallied with Asian shares and the won. FTSE 100 futures bucked the rising trend as
the pound climbed. The Kiwi rose after Jacinda Ardern’s emphatic election victory. Oil fell ahead of an OPEC+ meeting.
Treasuries dropped. Gold advanced with most metals.



New restrictions being rolled out across the euro area will add uncertainty for companies and families, Christine
Lagarde warned. The ECB president said the lopsided impact the pandemic has on services is particularly worrying as
the sector accounts for 75% of jobs in the bloc; that may slow the recovery and worsen inequality. A cadre of other
ECB officials said ample stimulus needs to be kept. Ireland's Gabriel Makhlouf said he sees no reason at the moment
to add to it, though.



Nancy Pelosi set a Tuesday deadline to agree on a stimulus plan that can be passed before the Nov. 3 election, but
differences remain. "Are we going with it, or not? And what is the language?" she told ABC. Dems are pushing a $2.2
trillion package, while Mitch McConnell said the Senate will vote on a narrower $500 billion bill starting tomorrow.
Donald Trump said he wants a deal bigger than Pelosi's — his administration previously proposed $1.8 trillion.



Chinese GDP grew 4.9% in the third quarter, missing forecasts but accelerating from 3.2% in the previous period, while
retail sales rose 3.3% last month, a much faster clip than expected. The economy expanded 0.7% in the year to date,
meaning that Beijing regained all the ground it lost in the first half and signaling to the world a rebound is possible
when the pandemic is brought under control. Industrial output also beat.



British officials are ready to water down Boris Johnson's lawbreaking Brexit legislation — a move that could revive
failing trade talks with the EU, people familiar said. The bill begins its progress through the Lords today. Legislators
there probably won't reject the draft law entirely this week, but are likely to take out the most nettlesome parts in
coming weeks. If there's no progress by early November — the "real" deadline — sterling will drop 5%, RBC's Adam
Cole said.
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